The front-end optimization of embedded software has attracted a lot of interest in recent years. Since most computation is consumed in small fraction of code called hot path or comlxiVdtion kernel, even a bit performance improvement in hot path can result in great promotion, hence, limction inlining bcconic one of the effective techniques hccaiise taking away the fimction calling werhead will speed up thc hot path. Most of previous work inlines liinctions globally. and also causes unwanted code increment in cold path. In oiir approach to function inlining. Accurate Functions Dependency Graph (AFDG) is prexnted to accurately modeling the function calling behavior, and thc inlining optimization is carried out according to profiling data on AFDG, so that functions are partially inlined, and code increment in cold path is prevented. In order to get a satisfactory solution from the tremendous solution space in short time, a nieta-heuristic genetic algorithm (GA) is applied. In experiments, the proposed algorithm shows promising results compared with previous work,
Introduction
Most embedded systems have tight constraints on cost, power consumption, performance etc. The inherent characteristic requires sophisticated optimization in system synthesis. In soliware synthesis, back-end .ynthesis iinplrinenled in ciinipilers niainly focuses on the architecturc dependant part, and only static and local optimization is considefed. In order to bring out the iiiasi~iiu~ii potential, additional optimization, which is more powerfill and aggressive, is needed in front-end by source code transformation, First we profiling the target code under real world conditions, based on these profiling data, soiircc codcs arc transformed by fimction inlining, cloning, loop unrollirig, loop blocking, switch and branch optimization to minimize code size, power consumption, and to niaxiinize performance.
Function inlining is one of the concerns to promote the The rest part of the paper consists of following parts:
Section 2 presents the details of the proposed method and algorithm; Section 3 gives the result of experiments, finally, conclusion and fiiture work are presented in section 4.
2. GA Based I n l i n i n g Optimization 2.1. AFDG and Problem Formulation AFDG is defined as a 2-tuple G= (F, C ) . Where F is the set of fiinctions in source code, and every element is The key advantage of the relatively accurate representation is that function's being called by different fiinctions can be indexed respectively. In previous approaches, inlining is applied within the scope of whole function by adding an "inline" keyword. In this manner, the function body will replace all the function calls. The cost of this inlining is too high because function body has replaced too n~any calls.. A more intuitive and delicate way is to replace those calls in hot path, while leave calls in cool path untouched. Doubtlessly the improved mechanism will save much code size space due to the accurate inlining. AFDG provides a good model for such t y p of accurate inlining. Since calls from different hnctions are separately profiled, it is feasible to cany out precise optimization.
We impose a constraint on code size increment caused by inlining optimization, and denote it by 6
Inlining optimization is to slect a subset of C , which is denoted by Cil , to maximize:
And the optimization is subjected to: The method adopted in our framework is based on GA.
GA is an iterative and stochastic process that operates on a set of individuals (the population). Each individual represents a potential solution to the problem to be solved, and is obtained by decoding the gene string of the individual. Initially, the population is randomly generated. Eveiy individual in the population is assigned a fitness value that m e a w e s its goodness with respect to the problem being considered. This value is the quantitative infoimation the algorithm uses to guide the search for a feasible solution. The basic genetic algorithm consists of three major stages: selection, reproduction, and replacement. During the selection stage, a temporary population is created in which the fittest individuals have a higher number of instances than the rest. A new population is then created by performing crossover, and followed by mutation. Finally, individuals of the original population are substituted by the pewly created individuals, in which the fittest individuals keep deleting the worst ones. CiA has k e n proved to he highly efficient to solve combination optimization problems in tremendous searching space. Recently, researchers in both EDA and networking communities have shown significant interests in GA. Many groups in EDA community have investigated GA application in design space exploration, layout optimization, tasks scheduling etc. In networking community, GA is applied to solve network design, routing, etc
There are two important issues that have to be addressed when formulating a problem to be solved by genetic algorithms: the encoding/decoding mechanism of the )gene string of an individual, and the evaluation of the fitness of an individual.
Eecause the problem domain of GA is extremely close to our problem representation, we benefit a lot from the simplicity. There is almost no need for additional transformation.
The gene string contains IC1 binary genes representing whether or not the function call cite will he inlined. I is directly used as the fitness function.
After getting a inlining solution, the inlining operation is carried by code transformation instead of leaving it to compiler by adding "inline", The tool simply replaces call site with the function body.
Experiment
Two sets of experiments have heen carried out to demonstrate the power of the proposed algorithm. The first is an industrial communication controller. The embedded software runs on an ARh47TDMI processor connected with ASIC that implements L1/2. GNU ARM tool chain is used. The second experiment is on an Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) system, and it is implemented in software running on a TI C~X , which is a typical VLIW DSP. In this case we use TI ANSI C tool chain.
The improvement of 1 is shown in Table 1 . Column I is the result from the algorithm in [13] , and column II is from the proimed algorithm in this paper. In order to compare them easily, column I is chosen as the baseline.
From the table we can see that the improvement of I is fairly promising.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, AFDG is presented to accurately model the function calling behavior in embedded software. Furthermore, GA is applied to get a satisfactory solution from the tremendous candidates space. The experiments show promising results compared with previous approaches.
The 
